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Everybody’s Talking
Safe surprise: In the Vermilion Heritage Museum in Alberta, 
Canada, a heavy safe that had defi ed opening for over 40 years was 
casually unlocked by Stephen Mills, a visitor with no prior experience 
in safe-cracking. He spun the dial to a random combination, and 
to the shock of onlookers, the door swung open. Inside, instead of 
expected treasures, were merely some old restaurant order slips and 
a payroll sheet from the 1970s. The safe had been a challenging 
enigma for professional locksmiths and even the manufacturer, all of 
whom all tried and failed to unlock its secrets over the years, making 
the visitor’s casual twist of fate all the more remarkable.

Lipstick lore: Ancient Iranians must have fl aunted red lips over 
3,600 years ago! The lip colouring emerged from a burial ground in 
Jiroft, in southeastern Iran, that had fl ooded and been looted, after 
which many items were recovered and taken to a local museum. This 
Bronze Age lipstick is a testament to timeless beauty. Resembling 
modern-day lipsticks, its hue comes from the mineral hematite, 
added to quartz, plant wax, and several ingredients that served as 
darkening agents. While its precise origins remain a mystery, experts 
believe it belonged to a local Bronze Age civilization. This discovery 
hints at the social dynamics of the area, where cosmetics played a 
role in power and authority.

Nature’s shield: For years, experts have worried about the Great 
Wall of China succumbing to nature’s relentless assault. New research 
unveils a surprising safeguard on earthen sections: a delicate layer of 
biocrust. Composed of cyanobacteria, moss, and lichen, this natural 
“living skin” shields the wall from wind and rain erosion. The portions 
of the wall built with compacted soil and gravel are vulnerable due to 
their material composition. But the biocrust acts as a natural armour, 
with some organisms secreting a cement-like substance that fortifi es 
the structure. Tests reveal biocrust-covered areas boast increased 
strength and stability, offering a glimmer of hope against the march 
of time.

Cat masterpiece: At an auction in New York (U.S.), the “world’s 
largest cat painting” sold for $826,000 (USD). The weight of this 
mammoth piece, featuring 42 cats on a 6-by-8.5-foot (1.8-by-2.6-m) 
canvas, required a reinforced wall. Commissioned in the late 1800s 
by cat enthusiast Kate Birdsall Johnson, who pampered hundreds 
of feline residents at her summer estate, the painting portrays their 
luxurious lifestyle. Each cat had a name and recognized it when called, 
and they were attended by a team of servants. Johnson bequeathed 
$500,000 in her will for her beloved cats’ perpetual care. That was 
a purr-fectly extravagant gesture!

Quoteable Quotes
“People don’t notice whether it’s winter or summer when they’re 
happy.” —Anton Chekhov
“Smile in the mirror. Do that every morning and you’ll start to see a 
big difference in your life.” —Yoko Ono

What’s Happening
Jun 6 to 8 - Beaverlodge Elks Fundraiser By donation 
Beaverlodge Elks will be at KMS parking lot serving hot dogs, smokies 
and drinks from 11am to 3pm. Come out and help us celebrate our 
90th year in Beaverlodge. Proceeds will go towards a large Fireworks 
Display

Ongoing - Tuesdays Women’s Wellness Slave Lake and Area 
Womens Wellness workshop. St. Peters Ecumenical Church, Slave 
Lake. Free and includes child care. Registration is required. For topic 
and to register, text Rebecca at 780-240-6245

NON PROFIT organizations may submit fundraising events 
for FREE at www.coffee-news.ca. Please submit a minimum 

of 4 weeks in advance.
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Trivia
1. The capital of Greenland is Nuuk or Ilulissat?
2. Formicary is the technical term for anthill—T/F?
3. The Near Islands are near what land mass?
4. “The Fab Four” was the nickname of which rock group?
5. Which has approximately 27,000 teeth—earthworm or slug?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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